Good afternoon Year 3

**Last lesson:**

Why is editing your writing important?

It is important because it helps to make our writing more accurate and effective. It allows us to improve our writing.

**Last lesson**

Which coins can you use to pay for these things? Is there more than one answer for each? You may use the same coin more than once in each answer.

**WHICH COINS?**

Which coins could you use to pay for these things? Write the different combinations down.

7. Toffee chew 5p
8. Fudge 6p
9. Bouncy ball 7p
10. Sticker 8p
11. Ice cream 10p

**Last term:**

Match the punctuation to its correct name

! . " ’

full stop inverted commas apostrophe question mark

2. \[ \frac{8}{12} + \frac{\text{shaded}}{12} = \frac{12}{12} \]

Your numerators must add to six!